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    Abstract 
   This chapter offers practical advice for investigators on how to deal with errors 
in collected data. In epidemiological research, as in all research, errors do occur 
in spite of careful study design, well-conducted groundwork, and error prevention 
strategies. Data cleaning is a process in which one identifi es and corrects these 
errors, or at least minimizes their effects on study results. The present chapter 
describes a conceptual framework for how to set up and carry out data cleaning 
efforts. The framework is built on the notions that waves of data cleaning should 
occur at various stages of data fl ow (from data entry to dataset construction) and 
that each wave involves a screening step, a diagnostic step, and a data editing 
step. We then discuss study-specifi c aspects of data cleaning and provide advice 
on how to document and report on data cleaning.  

20.1        Data Cleaning as a Three-Step Process 

 Good error prevention strategies can reduce many data problems. However, data 
errors can rarely be eliminated. All studies, no matter how well designed and imple-
mented, have to deal with errors of various sources and their effects on study 
results. This applies to experimental research as much as it does to observational 
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research (Ki et al.  1995 ; Horn et al.  2001 ). Data cleaning is the process one takes to 
deal with data problems that arise. 

 Little guidance is currently available in the peer-reviewed literature on how to set 
up and carry out data cleaning efforts. In many epidemiology circles, study validity 
has been discussed predominantly as an issue of study design and measurement 
standardization. Aspects of data handling, such as data cleaning, have received 
much less attention but have an equal potential to affect the quality of study results. 
Only certain aspects of data cleaning, such as detection of statistical outliers, have 
received adequate attention ( See:  Snedecor and Cochran  1980 ; Hoaglin et al.  1981 ). 
The  data cleaning process , with all its conceptual and practical aspects, has not 
been described comprehensively. In this chapter we briefl y summarize the scattered 
literature on this subject and integrate what is known into a conceptual framework 
aimed at assisting investigators with planning and implementing data cleaning 
(Panel  20.1 ;  See also : Van den Broeck et al.  2005 ). This framework is built on the 
notions that waves of data cleaning should occur at various stages of data fl ow (from 
data entry to dataset construction) and that each wave consists of three steps: a 
screening step, a diagnostic step, and a data editing step.   

20.1.1      The Three Steps of Data Cleaning 

 We propose a process of data cleaning involving three steps (Van den Broeck et al. 
 2005 ):
    1.    Screening of the data   
   2.    Diagnosing likely errors   
   3.    Editing data abnormalities     

 Many data errors are detected incidentally during study activities other than data 
cleaning. Yet, it is more effi cient to detect errors by actively searching for them in a 
planned way. This also saves time in the analysis and writing phase, as re-analysis 
after correction of every data error takes substantial amounts of time. 

   Panel 20.1 Selected Terms and Concepts Relevant to Data Cleaning 

     Data abnormality     Data which are defi cient, excessive, outlying or incon-
sistent in comparison with prior expectations   

   Data cleaning     Process of detecting, diagnosing, and editing data abnormalities   
   Data editing     Changing the value of data shown to be incorrect or missing   
   Data fl ow     Passage of recorded information through successive information 

carriers   
   Data manipulations     Changes deliberately made to data values for reasons 

other than data editing   
   Inliers     Data points falling within the expected range   
   Outliers     Data points falling outside the expected range     
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 It is not always immediately clear whether a data point is erroneous. In many 
cases there are no clear-cut differences between errors and true values. Usually, 
what is detected is a suspected data point or pattern that needs careful examination 
and must be assessed for the likelihood of being a true value. Similarly, missing 
values require further examination. They may be due to interruptions of the data 
fl ow or to the unavailability of the information. Pre-defi ned rules for dealing with 
errors and ‘true’ missing and extreme values are part of good practice. For these 
reasons, one should consider data cleaning as a systematic process of screening, 
diagnosing, and treating/editing data abnormalities. Figure  20.1  shows these steps, 
which can be initiated at three different stages of a study.

20.1.2        Sources of Errors Throughout the Data Flow 

 The concept of  data fl ow  encompasses all data management activities after a 
measurement is made. It begins with recording data on source forms and entry of 
that data into a database, and it ends at the time a cleaned dataset is analyzed. 
Hence, data fl ow involves repeated steps of data entry, transfers, extractions, selecting, 
editing, transformations, summarizations, and even presentations. It is important to 
realize that errors can and do occur at any stage of the data fl ow, including during 
data cleaning itself. Indeed, most of these problems are due to human error. One 
can screen for suspect features in questionnaires (Table  20.1 ), computer databases 
(Table  20.2 ), or analysis datasets (Table  20.3 ).

Design and planning

Data collection and
entry

Data transformation,
extraction, and

transfer

Explore and analyze
data

Study process:

Step 1:  Screen
• Lack / excess of data
• Outliers and inconsistencies
• Strange patterns
• Suspect analysis results

Step 2:  Diagnose
• Errors and missing data
• True extreme values
• True normal values
• No diagnosis but still suspect

Step 3:  Treat
• Correct
• Delete
• Leave unchanged

System feedback

Data cleaning:

  Fig. 20.1    A three-step data cleaning framework       
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     Not all errors are of interest to data cleaning. Inaccuracy of a single measurement 
and data point might be entirely acceptable, depending on how much the degree of 
bias relates to the inherent technical error of the measurement instrument and com-
pares to the range and distribution of values in the study population. Data cleaning 
focuses on errors that are beyond small technical variations and that constitute a 
major shift within or beyond the population distribution. This, in turn, points to the 
necessity for data cleaning to be based on some knowledge of technical errors and 
expected ranges of values. 

 In most epidemiological studies, errors that need to be cleaned at all costs include 
errors in outcome variables, sex, birth dates, and examination dates as well as dupli-
cations or merging of records and biological impossibilities. Sex and date errors are 
particularly important because they ‘contaminate’ derived variables. Prioritization 
can be of huge importance if the study is under time pressures or if resources for 
data cleaning are limited.   

   Table 20.1    Sources of data abnormalities in questionnaires   

 Lack or excess of data  Outliers and inconsistencies 
 Form missing  Correct value fi lled out in wrong box 
 Form collected repeatedly  Not readable 
 Answering box or options left blank  Writing error 
 More than one option selected when not allowed  Answer given is out of expected range 
 Errors in skip rules  Misunderstanding of question 

   Table 20.2    Sources of data abnormalities in the database   

 Lack or excess of data  Outliers and inconsistencies 
 Lack or excess of data from questionnaire  Outliers and inconsistencies from the questionnaire 
 Form or fi eld not entered  Value incorrectly entered 
 Data erroneously entered twice or more  Value incorrectly changed during previous data 

cleaning 
 Value in wrong fi eld  Transformation error 
 Inadvertent deletion or duplication during 
database handling 

 Use of wrong and not updated database fi le 

   Table 20.3    Sources of data abnormalities in the analysis dataset   

 Lack or excess of data  Outliers and inconsistencies 
 Lack or excess of data from database  Outliers and inconsistencies from the database 
 Data extraction or transfer error  Data extraction or transfer error 
 Deletions or duplications by analyst  Sorting errors (spreadsheets) 
 Use of wrong data format  Data cleaning errors 
 Inclusion of variable with extensive missing 
information in regression analysis 
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20.2     The Screening Phase of Data Cleaning 

20.2.1     Types of Data Abnormalities 

 When screening data it is convenient to distinguish some basic types of abnormalities 
that one may encounter (some of which may or may not turn out to be due to errors 
after further examination):
•    Lack or excess of data  
•   Outliers  
•   Inconsistencies  
•   Impossibilities  
•   Strange patterns  
•   Unexpected data formats  
•   Unexpected analysis results  
•   Other odd-looking types of inferences and abstractions    

 The screening method need not only be statistical. In reality, many outliers are 
detected by perceived non-conformity with prior expectations based on the investi-
gator’s experience, pilot studies, evidence in the literature, or just common sense. 
This may even happen during article review or after publication. 

 What can be done to make this screening objective and systematic? To allow 
the researcher to understand the data better, the data should fi rst be examined 
with simple descriptive tools. Standard statistical packages or even spreadsheets 
make this easy to do. For identifying suspect data, one fi rst pre-defi nes expectations 
about normal ranges, distribution shapes, and strengths of relationships (Bauer and 
Johnson  2000 ). Second, one applies these  pre-defi ned criteria  during or shortly after 
data collection, during data entry, and regularly thereafter. Third, one compares the 
data and screening criteria to  fl ag  dubious data, patterns, or results. 

 A special problem is that of  erroneous inliers , i.e., data points generated by error 
but falling within the expected range. They will often escape detection. Major errors 
may result into values that are still within the expected data range. For example, if 
the true value is −1.5 Z-score (for example for growth data) and the error resulted in 
a value of +1.5 Z-score then the error was of the considerable magnitude of 3 
Z-scores. Yet, the erroneous value is still within normal range and undetectable by 
a simple range check. Sometimes, inliers are discovered to be suspect if viewed in 
relation to other variables using scatter-plots, regression analyses, or consistency 
checks (Winkler  1998 ). One can also identify some erroneous inliers by examining 
the history of each data point or by re-measurement, but the latter option will rarely 
be feasible. Instead, one can examine and/or re-measure a sample of inliers to esti-
mate an error rate (West and Winkler  1991 ). 

 In studies with follow-up data, it may be possible to use a more sophisticated 
approach than the one mentioned above. For example, one can determine changes 
in parameters among visits and compare those changes against a  pre-defi ned 
 maximum plausible change  during that interval. If the change between the two visits 
exceeds the plausible change, this usually indicates that at least one of the values is 
erroneous. If possible, it is useful to assess both values with the ones preceding and 
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following, to fi nd out which of the two is most likely to be incorrect. This approach 
can often be programmed into a syntax fi le.  

20.2.2     Useful Screening Methods 

 Useful screening methods include:
•    Checking questionnaires using fi xed algorithms  
•   Validated data entry and double data entry  
•   Browsing data tables after sorting  
•   Printouts of variables not passing range checks and of records not passing con-

sistency checks  
•   Graphical explorations of distributions (e.g., box plots, histograms, scatter plots)  
•   Plots of repeated measurements on the same individual (e.g., growth curves)  
•   Frequency distributions and cross-tabulations  
•   Summary statistics  
•   Statistical outlier detection    

 The screening should be done after data are recorded, e.g., during supervisor 
checks of questionnaires, at data entry, during post-entry data cleaning, and during 
exploratory analyses.   

20.3     The Diagnostic Phase of Data Cleaning 

 In this data cleaning step, the purpose is to clarify the true nature of the suspicious 
or implausible data points, patterns, and statistics and to identify more accurate data 
values whenever possible. Possible diagnoses for each suspicious data point are:
•    Erroneous  
•   True extreme  
•   True normal, i.e., the prior expectation about the normal range was incorrect  
•   Undetermined, i.e., no explanation found but still suspect    

 Some data points are clearly logically or biologically impossible. Hence, one may 
pre-defi ne not only screening cut-offs, as described above ( soft cut-offs ), but also 
cut-offs for immediate diagnosis of error ( hard cut-offs ) (Altman  1991 ). Figure  20.2  
illustrates this method. Sometimes suspected errors will fall between soft and hard 
cut-offs, and diagnosis will be less straightforward. In these cases, it is necessary to 
apply a combination of diagnostic procedures.

   One procedure is to check with the original data sources (previous stages of the 
data fl ow) to see whether a value is consistently the same. This requires accessibility 
of well-archived and documented data with justifi cations for any changes made at 
any stage (usually found in the data audit trail). 

 A second procedure is to look for information that could confi rm the ‘true 
extreme’ status of an outlying data point. For example, a very low score for 
weight- for-age (e.g., –6 Z-scores) might be due to errors in the measurement of age 
or weight (which would be considered an erroneous value), or the subject may be 
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extremely malnourished, in which case other nutritional status variables should also 
have extreme values (supporting the notion that the extreme value is true). Individual 
patients’ reports and aggregated information on related issues are helpful for this 
purpose. This type of procedure requires insight into the coherence of variables in a 
biological or statistical sense. 

 A third procedure is to collect  additional information  that supports making a 
decision about the diagnosis of a putative data error. One should be prepared to discuss 
with the interviewer/measurer what may have happened and, if possible, to repeat the 
measurement. This is a strong argument in favor of starting data cleaning as early as 
possible after data collection. Sometimes, re-measuring is only valuable very shortly 
after the initial measurement. In longitudinal studies, variables are often measured 
at specifi c ages or follow-up times. With such designs, the possibility of re-measuring 
or obtaining measurement values for missing data will often be limited to predefi ned 
allowable intervals around the target times. Such intervals can be set wider if the 
analysis foresees using age or follow-up time as a continuous variable. 

 Finding an acceptable value does not always depend on re-measurements, 
though. For some input errors, the correct value is immediately obvious. Examples 
include:
•    Missing values in the database could be due to a data entry omission and the 

correct value would then be readily available on the source document  

Impossible

Suspicious

Within
expected

range

Suspicious

Impossible

Missing

Upper hard
cut-off

Upper soft
cut-off

Lower soft
cut-off

Lower hard
cut-off

Data range: Diagnostic steps:

Error is obvious

Examine all data including other
variables to identify erroneous values

Examine a sample to identify rate of
erroneous inliers

Error is obvious

Examine all data including other
variables to identify erroneous values

Check for interruption of data flow

  Fig. 20.2    Areas within the range of a continuous variable defi ned by hard- and soft cut-offs for 
error screening and –diagnosis, with recommended diagnostic steps for data points falling in 
each area       
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•   Swapped values (e.g.,‘infant length’ was mistakenly noted under ‘infant weight’ 
and vice versa). In this case, a correction can only be made if the investigator’s 
knowledge of the subject matter is adequate; therefore, this type of data error is 
usually only caught by highly trained members of the research team.    
 During the diagnostic phase, one may have to reconsider prior expectations and/

or review QA/QC procedures. This phase is labor intensive and the budgetary, logis-
tical, and personnel requirements are typically underestimated or even neglected at 
the study planning stage. How much effort must be spent? There is no good answer 
to this question yet, and the fi eld is in desperate need of cost-effectiveness studies to 
answer this question. Experience tells us, however, that costs are likely to be lower 
if the data cleaning process is planned and starts early in data collection. Supporting 
tools during the diagnostic phase – including automated query generation and auto-
mated comparisons of successive datasets – can also help to reduce costs of data 
cleaning.  

20.4     Data Point Editing and System Feedback 

 After identifying errors, missing values, and true (extreme or normal) values, the 
researcher must decide what to do with problematic data. Editing options are 
limited to:
•    Correction of the data  
•   Deletion of the data (setting the value to ‘missing’)  
•   Leaving the data unchanged    

 There are some general rules in selecting which editing option is most appropriate:
    1.    Impossible values are never left unchanged. They should be corrected if a correct 

value can be found; else they should be deleted (usually set to missing).   
   2.    For biological continuous variables, some within-subject variation and small 

measurement error affects every measurement. If a re-measurement is done very 
rapidly after the initial one and the two values are close enough to be explained 
by these small variations alone, accuracy may be enhanced by taking the average 
of both as the fi nal value.   

   3.    What to do with true extreme values, and with values that are still suspect after 
the diagnostic phase? The investigator may wish to further examine the infl uence 
of such data points individually and as a group on analysis results before deciding 
whether or not to leave the data unchanged. Statistical methods exist to help 
evaluate the infl uence of such data points on regression parameters. If extreme 
values are left unchanged, one can consider applying ‘robust estimation’ (e.g., 
robust regression) procedures in the statistical analysis, in order to minimize the 
effect of the remaining outliers on study fi ndings   

   4.    Some authors have recommended that true extreme values should never be 
deleted (Gardner and Altman  1994 ). In practice, exceptions are frequently made 
to that rule. The investigator may not want to consider the effect of true extreme 
values if they result from an unanticipated extraneous process. This becomes an 
 a posteriori  exclusion criterion and the data points should then be reported as 
‘excluded from the analysis.’   
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   5.    For values that need to remain missing or need to be set to ‘missing,’ there may 
be an option of imputation during analysis that allows for correction.     
 Data cleaning often leads to insight into the nature and severity of error- 

generating processes. The researcher can then give methodological feedback to 
improve study validity and precision of outcomes ( See:  Chap.   19    ). It may be neces-
sary to amend the study protocol regarding design, tim ing, observer training, data 
collection, and quality control procedures. In extreme cases, it may be necessary to 
restart the study, including planning and data collection. Programming of data cap-
ture, data transformations, and data extractions may need to be revised and the anal-
ysis strategy adapted to include robust estimation or separate analyses with or 
without remaining outliers or imputation.  

20.5     Study-Specific Aspects of Data Cleaning 

 The study objectives co-determine the required precision of the outcome measures, the 
error rate that is acceptable, and therefore the necessary investment in data cleaning. The 
sensitivity of the chosen statistical analysis method to outlying and missing values can 
also have consequences in terms of the amount of effort the investigator wants to invest 
in data cleaning. As an example, a study using median values when reporting their out-
comes are less prone to extreme values than a similar study where the mean is used. 

 In clinical trials, there may be concerns about investigator bias resulting from the close 
data inspections that occur during data cleaning. In these studies, examination by an 
independent expert may be preferable. In intervention studies with interim evaluations 
of safety and/or effi cacy, it is of particular importance to have reliable data available 
before the evaluations take place. This is another strong argument for the need to initiate 
and maintain an effective data cleaning process from the early start of a study. 

 Longitudinal studies differ in that checking the temporal consistency of data is 
essential. Plots of serial individual data such as growth data or repeated measurements 
of categorical variables often show a recognizable pattern from which a discordant 
data point clearly stands out. 

 In small studies, a single outlier will have a greater distorting effect on the results. 
Some screening methods such as eyeballing of data tables will be more effective, 
whereas others, such as statistical outlier detection, may become less valid with 
smaller samples. The volume of data will be smaller, hence the diagnostic phase can 
be cheaper and the whole procedure more complete. Smaller studies usually involve 
less people and the steps in the data fl ow may be fewer and more straightforward, 
allowing fewer opportunities for errors. These considerations should help in choosing 
the appropriate data cleaning tools listed above.  

20.6     Documentation and Reporting of Data Cleaning 

 Statistical societies recommend that data cleaning be reported in the statistical methods 
as a standard in research articles (American Statistical Association  1999 ). What 
exactly to report under the various circumstances has remains mostly unanswered. 
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It is still rare to fi nd any statements about data cleaning methods or error rates in 
study protocols or medical publications. 

 We recommend including a data-cleaning plan in study protocols. This should 
include budget and personnel requirements, prior expectations used to screen for 
suspect data, screening tools, diagnostic procedures used to discern errors from true 
values, and the decision rules to apply in the editing phase. Proper documentation 
should exist for each data point (e.g., a syntax fi le), including differential fl agging 
of types of suspected features, ‘diagnostic’ information, and information on type of 
editing, dates, and personnel involved. 

 In large studies, data monitoring and safety committees should receive detailed 
reports on data cleaning, and procedural feedbacks on study design and conduct 
should be submitted to study steering and ethics committees. We recommend that 
medical scientifi c reports include a description of the data cleaning in the methods 
section. This should include error types and rates at least for the primary outcome 
variables, with the associated deletion and correction rates, justifi cation for imputa-
tions when done, and differences in outcome with and without remaining outliers. 

  So far in Part III we have looked at all major phases and aspects of gathering 
and processing empirical data, from study preparations to data cleaning. The 
outlook has been to maximize the quality of data available for analysis and to 
ensure that the rights and safety of participants are preserved. For clinical 
trials, formal guidelines and regulations exist that aim exactly for the same 
goals of data quality and ethical research conduct. These guidelines are 
called ‘Good Clinical Practice’ guidelines and they are briefl y introduced in 
the next chapter.      
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